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Cutting Skills to Practise
• Old and faded paper that has been used for display purpose is ideal to

use for cutting skills.
• Check that the children are holding their scissors comfortably and

correctly.
• Give the children pre-cut strips of paper for them to make straight cuts

across.
• Give the children a pre-cut strip with a curve cut out of one end and

encourage them to follow and cut similar curves.
• Give the children a pre-cut strip with a ‘v’ cut out of one end and

encourage them to follow and cut similar ‘v’ shapes.
• Ask the children to draw a line on a piece of paper and encourage them

to cut along the line they have drawn.
• Ask the children to draw a shape on a piece of paper and encourage

them to cut along the line that makes the shape.
• Give the children shapes to draw round e.g. circles and encourage them

to cut them out.
• Show the children how to fold a cut out shape in half and then to cut from

the centre fold a little way in from the edge, taking the centre of the
shape out, leaving just an outline.

Information about the Multicultural Cards in this Section
Diwali Diwali is the festival of lights, which celebrates the

New Year for Hindus and Sikhs.
Eid Muslims worship in buildings called mosques many of

which have towers and domes on the roof called
minarets.

Wesak To Buddhists the lotus flower symbolises purity and
divine birth.

Hanukkah The Jewish festival of lights in December is eight days
long hence the many branched candlesticks. The six-
pointed star is the main symbol of Judaism and is
often referred to as the Magen David or Shield of
David.

Thanksgiving Turkey is a popular dish served at Thanksgiving
celebrations.

Chinese New Year Dragon processions using puppets are a popular part
of New Year celebrations as the dragon signifies good
fortune.
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Christmas - Red and White Trees
Draw different sizes of triangles on red paper and cut them
out. Arrange them on the card. Cut small strips of red paper
to act as tree trunks. Once these have been added, the
triangles and the strips can be stuck down. Shapes can then
be drawn on white paper, cut out and added as decoration
to the larger trees. Coloured strips of shiny red paper can be
added as decoration to the smaller trees. Finally, add a
greeting.

Christmas - Repeating Holly Shapes
Fold green paper strips in half end to end, and then in half
again. Draw a holly leaf on the top surface making sure that
there is a ‘broad point’ at either end to act as a hinge. Cut
out the shape. The strip, when opened, should reveal
several holly leaves joined together. Stick rows of these
leaves diagonally across the front of the card leaving gaps
between the rows. Decorate with thin strips of foil, red paper
and small cut out circles.

Christmas - Decorated Star
Stick a white star shape in the middle of the card. Ask the
children to choose some strips of different shades of blue
paper. Make straight cuts across these to produce smaller
pieces. Arrange these pieces randomly across the star.
When satisfied with the design, stick these down. Add a
similar group of random shapes to each corner. Finally, add
a greeting.

Christmas - Rudolph the Reindeer
Select brown paper, draw round a large circular shape, cut
out and stick on the card. Do the same using red, black and
white paper to make circles for eyes and nose. Use half
circles on brown to make the ears. Cut out a curved brown
shape for the mouth. Finally, cut narrow strips of black paper
and attach to the top of the head as antlers.

CCaarrdd  DDeessiiggnnss  UUssiinngg  CCuutt  SShhaappeess
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Skills to Practise
• Old and faded paper that has been used for display purposes is ideal to

use for tearing skills.
• Encourage the children to tear long strips and short strips, thick strips and

thin strips.
• Ask them to tear different shapes, some that are large and some that are

small.
• Ask them to tear shapes that are curved and smooth round the edges,

including circles.
• Ask them to tear shapes that are jagged and spiky round the edges,

including triangles.
• Encourage them to tear shapes that have holes torn in them.
• Give them squares and circles to fold in half and tear a shape leaving the

centre fold intact, then open the shape up to reveal a complete shape that
is symmetrical.

• Ask them to draw shapes with a pencil before tearing them out leaving an
uneven edge that provides added interest.

Information about the Multicultural Cards in this Section
Diwali Firework displays are part of Diwali celebrations.
Eid Arches are popular shapes to be found in most

mosques where the Islamic community go to worship.
Wesak Mandalas are symmetrical designs used by Buddhists

as an aid to meditation.
Hanukkah These are the flames that appear on the menorah

which is the branched candlestick used at Hanukkah.
Thanksgiving As this is a festival in the autumn the leaves at this

time of year would have changed colour and begun to
fall.

Chinese New Year The large head of a dragon puppet carried on the
heads of several people is the highlight of a dragon
procession.
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Easter - A Decorated Egg
Choose a white pre-cut egg shape and stick to the card.
Next tear small pieces from various coloured papers and
stick them in a random arrangement on the egg shape
allowing the pieces to touch and overlap. Tear a long thin
strip of green to stick horizontally across the egg as a
ribbon. Finally, add the pre-cut yellow strip to the bottom of
the card for the greeting.

Easter - Eggs and Squares
Fold light green paper in half and then in half again. Tear out
four squares of similar size. Tear two squares of similar size
from dark green paper. Arrange the six squares in two rows
on the card with even spaces between them. Draw and tear
three orange and three yellow egg shapes. Arrange one on
top of each square. Make ribbons/bows for each egg from
torn orange and yellow paper. Stick everything in place.
Finally, add the dark green and orange pre-cut strips above
and below the completed group.

Easter - Dancing Daffodils
Tear four small rectangles from orange paper.  Next, fold
strips of yellow and white paper in half several times and
draw a petal shape on each top surface. Tear out the
shapes keeping the paper folded. Several similar shapes
will be produced. Arrange these petal shapes around each
of the orange rectangles to make the heads of daffodils. Add
short strips of torn green paper as stems/leaves arranged
between the flower heads. Finally, add the pre-cut strips of
yellow and green to the top and bottom of the card.

Easter - One Woolly Sheep
Tear a large circular white paper shape for the body and a
smaller one for the head. Tear a curved shape from black
paper for the face and two pointed shapes for the ears.
Arrange everything and stick on the card. Add two straight
black torn strips as legs. Tear black and white circles for the
eyes. Tear short straight strips of green paper as blades of
grass along the bottom of the card. Finally, tear a pale
brown strip for the greeting.
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Skills to Practise
• Old and faded paper that has been used for display purposes is ideal for

cutting into strips on which the children can practise.
• Which hand to hold the strip in and how to hold the scissors in order to

make a cut.
• Cutting across narrow strips of paper to produce strips of different lengths

as well as squares and rectangles.
• Cutting across wide strips of paper to produce strips of different lengths

as well as squares and rectangles.
• Cutting up the middle of both wide and narrow strips to produce thinner

strips.
• Folding cut strips in half and cutting shapes from them whilst they are

folded to produce shapes that are identical.

Information about the Multicultural Cards in this Section
Diwali In celebration of this festival people light small oil

lamps, nowadays usually night-light candles, and
place them around their homes and in the gardens
outside.

Eid Arches are an integral part of the building, a mosque,
in which Muslims worship and are often highly
decorated.

Wesak The eightfold path is the set of principles that outline
the way Buddhists should live their lives.

Hanukkah The Menorah is the many branched candlestick used
during this eight day festival.

Thanksgiving Firework displays are a way of enjoying this
celebration.

Chinese New Year Lanterns are used as decorations in homes and as
part of the processions that take place at this time.
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Mother’s Day - Around in a Circle
Stick a pre-cut turquoise circle in the middle of the card.
Next cut across various different coloured strips of paper to
produce a number of lengths that match in size. Arrange so
that they radiate around the circle with gaps between each
one. Finally, use a hole punch to produce  pink circles to
stick between the strips - about half way down them -
forming a circle.

Valentine’s Day - Hearts and Parcels
Cut squares and stick these as a random arrangement on
the front of the card. Cut short lengths of narrow pink, white
and purple strips to be stuck as ribbons across each of the
squares (parcels). Finally fold squares of pink and white
paper and cut out to make complete heart shapes. Stick
randomly between and touching some of the parcels.

Valentine’s Day - Patterns and Hearts
Stick a broad strip of white paper horizontally across the
middle of the card and a thin purple strip on either side of it.
Next get two strips of white and fold them in half and then in
half again. Cut pieces out of the edges and middle. When
opened these should reveal patterned strips to be stuck
either side of the broad white strip. Make three hearts out of
folded foil paper. Finally, add bands of narrow pink and
purple strips to the top and bottom of the card.

Valentine’s Day - One Large Heart
Use a heart shaped template to draw and cut out pink and
white hearts. Trim the white heart smaller and mount on top
of the pink heart. Stick to the card. Cut thin strips of
coloured paper to produce different lengths. Use these to
decorate the heart shape touching and overlapping
randomly. Finally, a thin strip needs to be stuck along each
edge of the card.

CCaarrdd  DDeessiiggnnss  UUssiinngg  CCuutt  SSttrriippss
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Skills to Practise
• Introduce the children to a range of different drawing media e.g. pencil,

felt pen, crayon, chalk pastel, paint etc. They will need to know what each
one is called and how to hold it.

• Encourage them to make different types of marks with each of the
different drawing media to find out what they will do e.g. do they make
thin marks, thick marks or both? Do they smudge, will they blend, will
their colours merge together and make new colours?

• Which drawing media have a hard edge, which are soft, which are
crumbly? Making marks in the same and then in different directions.

• Which media make thin lines to use as an outline for a shape and which
cover large areas easily for filling in?

• Which media smudge easily and need to be used top to bottom on a
page and left to dry when they are finished?

• Using a combination of different drawing media on the same piece of
work rather than one on its own. 

• Pressing on both firmly and gently.

Information about the Multicultural Cards in this Section
Diwali Decorating homes and gardens with lights is an

important part of this festival.
Eid Decorated archways are to be found in mosques, the

buildings in which Muslims worship and celebrate.
Wesak Mandalas are colourful symmetrical circular designs

that are an aid for Buddhist meditation.
Hanukkah This is another design of a branched candlestick used

throughout the celebration of this festival.
Thanksgiving Turkey is a popular dish served at the celebration of

Thanksgiving.
Chinese New Year Dragon dances are a popular part of New Year

celebrations.

Card  Designs  Using  Cut  Strips
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General Cards - Patterned Squares
Choose nine small squares of white paper. Using various
colours of felt tip pen, draw a different pattern on each one
e.g. spiral, zig-zags, wavy lines, checks etc. Make sure
there is plenty of colour on each design. Stick a large
square of black paper on the front of the card. Arrange the
patterned squares in rows of three on the black square.
Finally, stick the squares close together but not touching,
leaving a wider border around the edge of the group.

Eid - Half an Arch
Draw the outline of half an arch vertically down the outer
edge of the card and then fill it in using black felt tip pen.
Next, surround the outline of the arch with a series of
individual lines and shapes in a range of colours using felt
tip pens. Make each line different from the one before. Also,
make sure you don’t fill the card but instead, leave plenty of
space at the side of the arch so that the decorative patterns
can be enjoyed.

Diwali - Lights Everywhere
Using red, orange, pink and yellow wax crayons make a
series of spiky coloured circles of different sizes to cover the
front of the card. For each one, start from a central point and
make the spiky lines extend outwards keeping close to one
another. Finally, add wicks inside each coloured flame using
a black felt tip pen.

Wesak - Symmetry in a Circle
Mandalas are colourful symmetrical circular designs that are
used as an aid for Buddhist meditation. This mandala has
been drawn on the computer using the programme Dazzle.
A variety of shape tools were used to create the design
before it was filled with colour using the fill tool. The
symmetry tool remained in place both for the drawing of the
design and the filling of it with colour. It was printed on paper
before being  cut out and stuck on to the front of a folded
piece of A4 card.
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Cutting Skills to Practise
• Provide the children with a variety of different textured objects to feel -

both hard and soft - and encourage them to describe how each one feels
to touch.

• Demonstrate how to do a rubbing by placing white paper on top of an
object and dragging a wax crayon across its surface to reveal a copy of
the textured pattern.

• Encourage the children to explore making rubbings of hard, soft, rough
and smooth surfaces to discover which type of surface gives the most
definite impression.

• Children need to explore the different density of colour and pattern they
can produce by rubbing gently or rubbing firmly across the paper on top of
an object.

• Encourage the children to move their paper round as they take a rubbing
of an object so that the pattern that emerges spreads in different
directions. 

• If the children use a number of different coloured crayons whilst doing this
a variety of mixed, blended and new colours should emerge.

• Ask the children to explore taking rubbings from a variety of different
objects on the same piece of paper - in the same colour - then in different
colours.

• Encourage the children to make rubbings on different colours of paper as
well as white to discover      that the results appear different.

Information about the Multicultural Cards in this Section
Diwali As many lamps are lit to celebrate Diwali they would

shine like stars in the night sky.
Eid Mosques, which are the buildings where Muslims

worship, usually have a dome or several dome shapes
on their roofs.

Wesak The eight fold path provides Buddhists with guidelines
as to how they should live their lives.

Hanukkah This is another design for the branched candlestick
called a menorah that is used during the celebration of
Hanukkah.

Thanksgiving Thanksgiving is a festival towards the end of the year
in November when there are plenty of colourful Autumn
leaves about.

Chinese New Year  Pictures of these fish are used to decorate homes at
New Year as they signify wealth and abundance.

Card
Designs

Using
Rubbings
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Birthday - Plenty of Candles
Get a blue wax crayon, some pink paper and a piece of
sequin waste. After placing the paper on top of the sequin
waste take rubbings from it using the blue crayon. Next, cut
the patterned paper into small rectangles to represent
candles and stick randomly across the front of the card.
Take a red wax crayon and some yellow paper and place on
top of some corrugated card and make a rubbing. Cut this
patterned paper into flame shapes and glue one on top of
each candle.

Birthday - Cakes and Candles
Use blue paper and a blue wax crayon to take a rubbing of
one type of textured surface, pink paper and a purple
crayon for a second and yellow paper and an orange crayon
for a third. Cut the blue rubbing into three squares and stick
across the card. Cut the purple rubbing into thin strips and
stick on the top of each square. Cut the orange rubbing into
flame shapes. Stick a thin strip of pink paper across each
square. Finally, add thin purple strips above and below the
cakes.

Birthday - Flying Flags
Sketch three curved lines across the front of the card in
pencil before going over them in felt tip pen. Make sure
there is plenty of space between each one. Using different
colours of paper and a variety of wax crayons, take rubbings
of a variety of textured surfaces e.g. corrugated paper,
sequin waste etc. The patterned papers produced need to
be cut into small triangles and stuck in rows as though they
are flags hanging downwards from each curved line.

Birthday - Party Buns
Make a series of rubbings using different surfaces e.g.
corrugated card, sequin waste etc. Make rubbings of: brown
wax crayon on white paper, red on pink, orange on yellow
and blue on pink. Draw and cut out bun cases and cake
tops. Stick on the card with a coloured circle cut out and
added to the top of each one. Finally, draw curved and
looping multicoloured lines around the buns, using felt tip
pens, to represent streamers.
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